ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

THE EASE OF REGISTERING PROPERTY
PROPERTY TITLING IS INTEGRAL TO INCLUSIVE CITY
DEVELOPMENT
Access to property rights is considered a key route out of poverty.
Further to this unclear or slow processes to register property titles
reduces the incentive for businesses to invest and so constrains
overall economic growth and job creation. The Peruvian economist
Hernando de Soto’s seminal work on the importance of property
rights to development talks about the weight of ‘dead capital’ – that
is, assets that cannot easily be bought, sold, valued or used as an
investment – that acts as a constraint on economic progress.
The ease at which people and businesses are able to register their
property is a key lever for inclusive urban economic development.
Successful and inclusive cities articulate pathways out of poverty
for poor people. Amongst others, they improve the efficiency and
coverage of property titling and deeds registration services, raising
the collateral value of assets owned by the poor, and enable them
to participate in the local economy. City leaders are becoming
increasingly attuned to the critical role that efficient property
titling services play in spatially transforming city space in a way that
contributes to strong and productive city economies.

REGISTERING PROPERTY IN SOUTH
AFRICA
Business regulatory reform is a key element of any country’s
economic development agenda. Businesses and ordinary people
continually complain about how bureaucratic red tape which takes
time and money to comply, reducing their ability to simply get on
with the business of doing business.
The World Bank’s Doing Business project, launched in 2002, looks
at domestic small and medium-size companies and measures the
regulations applying to them through their life cycle. Registering
property was included as one of the 11 business regulatory
indicators measured in 2005 and South Africa has been part
of the World Bank’s Doing Business reports since 2008. In 2009
rankings were introduced to facilitate comparative analysis and
promote an impetus for business regulatory reform among the 190
participating countries, measured for the largest business city in

each country – Johannesburg is the proxy for South Africa. In 2009
South Africa ranked 32 overall for the ease of doing business and 87
for registering property. Yet by 2017 South Africa’s ranking has slid
to 74 overall and 104 for registering property – not necessarily due
to negative reforms within the country, but due to other economies
implementing and accelerating reforms within their business
environment.
The Doing Business indicator for registering property measures
the number of procedures, time and cost as a percentage of the
value of the property for transferring a small commercial property
(a warehouse with less than 50 employees) from the time at which
the sale is agreed through to the issuance of a registered title deed
to the buyer

REGIONAL VARIATION AS MEASURED
IN DOING BUSINESS SOUTH AFRICA
2015
Recognising that business regulatory reform is a key factor in
improve local or city-level investment climate and economic
competitiveness, during 2014 South Africa’s 9 largest cities
participated in sub-national Doing Business survey that was
commissioned by the National Treasury’s Cities Support Programme
in partnership with the Department of Trade and Industry (the dti)
and the South African Cities Network (SACN).
Doing Business South Africa 2015 reports that at the time of the
survey no city outperformed the others across the 6 Doing Business
indicators measured, namely: starting a business, dealing with
construction permits, getting electricity, enforcing contracts, and
trading across borders (in the maritime container ports of Cape
Town, Durban, Ngqura and Port Elizabeth.
For registering property, Doing Business SA 2015 notes that all
cities within South Africa have similar procedural requirements for
transferring property, though the time and number of procedures
differ between locations.

The report offers 3 recommendations for improving performance
in the registering property indicator:
•

•

PREREGISTRATION

Adopt electronic issuance of rates clearance certificates across

Conveyancer performs due diligence on building and
companies

the country or even consider replacing them altogether with

Municipality issues rates clearance certificate(s)

online payment confirmation.

Municipality issues building compliance certificate(s)

Set effective service delivery time limits for the deeds registries

Conveyancer drafts sales deed

and/or introduce fast-track approvals.
•

Develop an integrated registry system for electronic

Conveyancer pays transfer duty to the South African
Revenue Services

registration.

Buyer and seller sign the sales deed

Only the first recommendation – that is, the electronic issuance of

REGISTRATION

rates clearance certificates is a city responsibility. The remaining

Conveyancer lodges the transfer deed at the deeds
registry and registrar approves the transfer

two relate to the Deeds Office.

Simultaneous procedures

LOCATIONS ACROSS SOUTH AFRICA
HAVE BROADLY SIMILAR PROCEDURES
FOR REGISTERING PROPERTY:

Procedures for which requirements and/or time
varies accross locations
Source: Doing Business database

WHERE IS IT EASIER TO REGISTER
PROPERTY
Municipality
(Municipal seat)

Rank

Distance to the
frontier
(score)

Procedures
(number)

Time
(days)

Cost
(% of property value)

Johannesburg
Johannesburg

1

65.82

7

23

6.30

Tshwane
Pretoria

2

64.71

7

30

6.30

Ekhurhuleni
Germiston

3

64.23

7

33

6.30

Buffalo City
East London

4

62.84

8

24

6.32

Nelson Mandela Bay
Port Elizabeth

5

62.69

8

25

6.32

eThekwini
Durban

6

62.05

8

29

6.32

Msunduzi
Pietermaritzburg

7

59.49

8

45

6.32

Cape Town
Cape Town

8

59.23

9

29

6.34

Mangaung
Bloemfontein

9

58.41

8

52

6.30

Doing Business presents data both for individual indicators and for 2
aggregate measures—the distance to frontier metric and ease of doing
business ranking—to provide different perspectives on the data. The ease
of doing business ranking compares economies with one another; the
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distance to frontier score benchmarks economies with respect to regulatory
best practices, showing the absolute distance to the best performance on
each Doing Business indicator.
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LEARNING FROM INTERNATIONAL
BEST PRACTICE – SHORT TERM
OPTIONS

bond (iii) how to register a property following inheritance of
the property (iv) the costs involved in the above (v) city service
standards and places where advice may be obtained as part of
a focused city public awareness campaign.
Providing local level support in the form of qualified conveyances
and electricians that are able to assist low income businesses
and residents with the process of registering property and
obtain a mortgage bond.

Given that many countries have recorded great progress in property
registration processes, some short term recommendations for cities
to consider to improve results include:
• Implementing an integrated database for checking rates
clearances and other debts owed to the city, and include an
automated procedure for conveyancers to review outstanding
debts, make payments and be issued with an electronic rates
clearance certificate.
• For those cities that already have electronic rates clearance
certificates, developing an integrated information system
that allows direct access to the city information required by
conveyances to make payments and to have automatically
generated rates clearance certificates without the need for city
staff to process applications.
• Improving city web sites and printed information materials so
that clear and user-friendly information is available to explain (i.)
the advantages of registering property formally; (ii) procedures
involved in registering property and in obtaining a mortgage

•

CAPE TOWN – AN EXAMPLE OF THE
BENEFITS OF AUTOMATION AND
ONLINE APPLICATIONS

Payment schedules are now issued on the same day, against 3-5

During 2014 Cape Town implemented an automated rates clearance
process. Registered conveyancers may apply for and manage the
rates clearance process on-line 24 hours a day. The enhanced
rates clearance process is designed to electronically record the
submission of rates clearance certificate applications, electronically
manage and process the applications up to and including the
refunds stage should there be a credit on the finalized account of
the seller. Overall, automation has improved efficiency and reliability
as well as service delivery and turnaround times.

days against the previous system of 14 days. The new system

3

BROADER SYSTEMIC REFORMS
As cities only have a limited role to play in the length and
complexity of the process, there are also some key broader
national level reforms recommended. This includes mass
registration projects to provide titling to low value properties, a
review of legislation to reduce the number of certificates required
in the registration process, and a review of the requirement for
licensed conveyancers.
A closer working relationship between the Deeds Registry, and
its possible future automation, could also ensure greater linkages
and improved integration with city systems in future.

working days in a manual system. There is automated verification
of payments and mandatory transfer documents. The majority
of rates clearance certificates are now issued within 5-10
ensures automatic billing of conveyancers (one payment for
all applications instead of single payments per application),
improved revenue collection, collection of all debts on the
property, seller and buyer business partner details updated,
and accurate linkage of water and electricity meters to the new
property owners and a finalized account for the seller effected
and billed accordingly.
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City of Cape Town’s process visualised

Attorney Registration
Application
(Automated RC case
created with pre
validations)

Refunds
(Automated after seller’s
Final Account)

Deeds Transfer
(Amimo - Automated after
IDOC Upload + seller’s
account finalised)

Payment schedule
(Automated with unique
payment reference
number)

Rates Clearance
Verify payment and
Transfer Document
(Automated)

Issue RCC
(Automated)

Final Validations
(Automated e.g Conditions
and Zero Account)

Examiners verify
documents

Create & Maintain of
Business Partner
(Automated)
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